
Thousands of libraries around the world use ProQuest OASIS to quickly 
find and buy academic content online with more accuracy. OASIS provides 
powerful collection development for today’s academic librarians through 
online ordering, new title notifications, shelf-ready services for print and 
support from our collection development experts. 

To talk to the sales department, contact us at 
1-800-779-0137 or sales@proquest.com.
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Meet The New

OASIS

So, how do we 
improve on a 
good thing?

OASIS was originally created to bring the world of 
academic print titles to librarians. Now librarians can 
find electronic books, streaming video, publisher direct 
platforms and other digital resources in OASIS. With 
the content of OASIS continually improved, it was 
time for an intensive design and functionality refresh. 
Modern designs of screens and navigation improve 
workflow, so you work faster and more efficiently with  
fewer costly errors.

And we’re not finished. ProQuest is continuing to invest 
in ongoing initiatives to upgrade the speed, efficiency 
and functionality of OASIS.
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SIMPLE, EASY-TO-READ PAGE DESIGNS HELP YOU  
FIND CONTENT QUICKLY
When users can review search results, lists or new title notifications 
quickly, more time can be spent on making the best choice for 
content. That’s why the new OASIS features:

• Intuitive organization of information for fast navigation

• Visually simplified page design with essential information made 
more evident

• Icons and color-coding to present useful facts in concise ways 

MORE CONTENT TO SEARCH AND SELECT GIVES  
YOU MORE CHOICES
The OASIS catalog of content now includes:

• Over 39 million print titles

• Over 2 million electronic titles

• Over 36,000 streaming video titles

• New publisher direct platforms, providing convenient access  
to the preferred academic publishers

• Metadata powered by Bowker Books In Print® bibliographic 
information, the most trusted source in the industry 

• Hard-to-find and out-of-print titles integrated into search  
results through iFound

BETTER INFORMATION FOR CONFIDENT  
PURCHASE DECISIONS

• Purchase electronic titles in a variety of acquisition models, 
licensing, platforms and aggregators to better align with your 
library’s collection strategy. 

• Smart profiling provides the flexibility to customize approval 
plans to be e-preferred based on publisher hierarchy and wait 
length.

• Reliable availability of print information is displayed so you  
can make informed decisions on titles.

• More print titles “in-stock” for fast shipment through our 
strategic partnership with Ingram Content Group.
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INTEGRATIONS REDUCE INEFFICIENCIES
Our integrations (API and EDI) with leading ILS/LMS systems 
like Ex Libris Alma, and Innovative Interfaces Sierra reduce  
the manual work needed to transfer information from system  
to system.

NO FEES FOR FUNCTIONALITY
From unlimited holdings loads to integration support, there is 
no cost to use OASIS’s powerful tools and information. 

OTHER OASIS SERVICES
• Drive discovery through customized, accurate records across your entire collection. ProQuest delivers 

brief MARC records electronically to your library system even before a book is delivered, enabling library 
staff and students to know which books are on order. In addition, ProQuest offers various levels of 
cataloging to suit the specific needs of your library. These include records for OCLC via their WorldCat 
Collection Manager as well as generic, derived custom and original MARC Records provided by our 
ProQuest catalogers. (Fee applies)

• Get books delivered shelf-ready. Customized physical processing of books can include any of the 
following: barcodes, bookplates, book pockets, date due slips, spine labels, spine label protectors, 
stamping, security strips, and outer book cover options. (Fee applies)

• Optimized new title and approval plan profiles. Our collections consultations create print or ebook 
profiles to meet any combination of librarian requirements, from simple to complex. Our collections 
consultants are experienced librarians with Master’s degrees in Library and Information Science and 
consider themselves part of your library’s team. (No cost)

RELATED PROQUEST PRODUCTS
Ebook Central is ProQuest’s award-winning platform for 
electronic books. Ebook Central’s integration with OASIS 
provides automatic load of your subscription to Academic 
Complete as a collection to avoid duplications. And there’s 
no fee for MARC records from titles ordered on Ebook 
Central through OASIS.

Ex Libris Alma is the fastest growing library management 
system in the world. Deep integrations between OASIS and 
Alma streamline the workflow efficiently and automatically.
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Ask your ProQuest sales representative for a demonstration of 
everything the new upgraded OASIS can do for your library.

To talk to the sales department, contact us at 
1-800-779-0137 or sales@proquest.com.
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